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INTRODUCTION
─

The World Health Organization (WHO) on March 11, 2020, declared 

the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak a global pandemic. 

Since then, the world has been inundated with thousands of 

critically ill patients, many of whom develop acute respiratory failure 

requiring admission to an ICU.

To preserve ICU capacity, we managed High Flow Nasal Cannula 

on the wards. To better understand the current challenges regarding 

the staffing of the ICU, we interviewed ICU leadership to get their 

perspective on the current situation.



OBJECTIVES
─

1.Review the successes and challenges in delivering HFNC to 

patients outside the ICU.

2. Identify contemporary challenges in providing high quality critical 

care amidst the current phase of the pandemic.



METHOD
─

• Qualitative review:

First round of structured interviews of allied health professionals involved in championing the

HFNC ward program and compilation of educational material used to train the allied

health care team.

Second round of interviews involving a critical care manager and a nursing special projects

liaison in September 2022 to identify challenges as the pandemic evolved.

• Quantitative review:

Retrospective review of patients admitted to hospital with a diagnosis of COVID-19 and

supported by HFNC on the medical ward from April 2020 to June 2021.

Data extraction ongoing.



RESULTS
─

Major challenges in this phase of the pandemic identified in the most recent interview of leadership:

Theme Summarized Answers

Current pandemic issues ●Focus has shifted from volume and acuity of patients to the daily struggle to safely staff an ICU (and other 

units in the hospital)

●Impact on staff personal lives

○sick relatives, loss of relatives, loss of jobs and income, which exacerbated the workplace impact

Health human resources ●Absolute number of nurses per shift is drastically different

●Number of nurses on shift not yet completed critical care certificate has increased

●Challenging to compete with “agency” and “travel nursing” compensation, which is typically much higher 

than current nursing salary and benefit

Potential solutions ●Governmental bodies must consider broad range of stakeholders when implementing policy and solutions 

to current phase of pandemic

●While increasing wages is one solution, it does not address the root of the problem

●There were signs that an imminent HHR crisis was looming and this was compounded by the effects of the 

pandemic 

●Adaptive training models for nursing

○Off-cycle hiring from schooling schedule 

Anticipating an 8th wave 

this fall

● Pod-based nursing, team model to be practiced in advance, prepare people to be adaptable and be 

flexible; change in mindset



CONCLUSION
─

Changes to the traditional staffing model in the critical care unit and

novel approaches to the training of health care workers are required

to safely staff ICU during this worldwide staff shortage crisis.

The COVID-19 pandemic has promoted innovation during this

ongoing health care crisis to continue to deliver patient-centered,

high-quality critical care. Our local experience offers insights to

other institutions and policy makers for protocols and policies for

care amidst preparing for the next wave of COVID-19.
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